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• What progress did we make with Open Access?

− Growth in content

− Operational / workflow improvements

• Our options for growing in OA:

− “Plain” open access launches, e.g. Results in Physics

− Mirror journals, e.g. Journal of Computational Physics X

− OA review journals, e.g. Reviews in Physics

− Brand extension, e.g. Applied Surface Science Advances

− Business model flips, e.g. Ultrasonics Sonochemistry

− Partner journals, e.g. SJTU’s Superconductivity

− Research Elements journals, e.g. SoftwareX

• Preprints at SSRN

Agenda

“Open access is an integral part 
of our commitment to a 
collaborative, inclusive and 
transparent world of research 
where authors, researchers and 
academic institutions can share 
knowledge and build on each 
other's work to advance 
outcomes.”

https://www.elsevier.com/open-access



Growth of Open Access articles for Elsevier



Open access is growing faster than subscription: an attractive growth market

Subscription model is still highly valued and stable

Authors have a choice; not always and subscription model may be only option

Growth of Open Access articles



Publishing Open Access with the help of many at CERN

https://journalfinder.elsevier.com/

Launched in 1957 by Kai Siegbahn
SCOAP3 journals

For Africans, by Africans, on Africa



Transformative agreements

• “Transformative agreements” are defined differently depending on the customer, but typically refer to agreements that 

combine reading (subscriptions) and publishing (open access) services.

• Combined agreements enable researchers to:

• Access journal content, including articles published under the subscription model (Read).

• Publish open access, typically without having to pay a transactional APC (Publish). 

• Combined agreements can include:

• Quota deals: Researchers at an institution can publish up to an agreed number of open access articles as part of the 

agreed price.

• Discount deals: Researchers at an institution can publish open access, at a discount.

• Transformative journals – 183 journals in Plan S – 160 proprietary and 23 society-owned titles

Every deal is unique – no customer is the same !



Transformative agreements and Elsevier

• Elsevier is market leader in terms of numbers of 

transformative agreements.

• >20 transformative agreements in 2021 and more to come.

• Alongside these combined deals, we continue to 

successfully agree 1,000s of traditional subscription deals.

Elsevier has formed numerous pilot agreements 

around the world that support the open science and 

open access research ambitions of institutions and 

university consortia.

https://www.elsevier.com/open-access/agreements

https://www.elsevier.com/open-access/agreements


OA Author workflow

Our systems have been tailored to automatically match the details of an author with any OA agreement we have with their 

institution.    

Authors are automatically offered the best deal: 

funder, national, university or society waiver or 

discount.

Plus Research4Life waivers for Group A countries 

and 50% discounts for Group B



− “Plain” open access launches, e.g. Results in Physics (2011; 1000+ papers/yr)

− Mirror journals, e.g. Journal of Computational Physics X

− OA review journals, e.g. Reviews in Physics

− Brand extension, e.g. Applied Surface Science Advances

− Business model flips, e.g. Ultrasonics Sonochemistry (2021 flip, resulted in 53% drop in submissions; mostly Global South)

− Subsidized OA journal, e.g. Journal of Medical Physics (ZMP is subsidized by three DACH med phys societies)

− Partner journals, e.g. SJTU’s Superconductivity (The APC fee will be waived for articles submitted before 31st December 2022.)

− Research Elements journals, e.g. SoftwareX (low APC)

Some of our OA experiences in Physics



The Research Elements journals are multidisciplinary, 

open access, peer-reviewed journals which 

publish digestible articles that describe and facilitate 

access to data, methods, protocols, software, 

scientific devices, and inventions which are a product 

of the R&D process.

• Data in Brief

• MethodsX

• SoftwareX

• HardwareX

• ScienceTalks

Research Elements jnls – publishing Research Objects



• Mendeley Data

- CPC Code Library

• SoftwareX

− Github

− Software Heritage

− Code Ocean

Open Data



Physics RN started in 2022

9,000+ Physics preprints

1 mio.+ in total

Option to opt-in during 
submission in Editorial 
Manager for 900+ journals.

Proceedings solution at 

very low fee.

SSRN Preprints – covering all sciences

Proceedings solution
SSRN helps conferences & meetings share the early-stage, high quality research presented at an 
event with a relevant global audience. Proceedings can be accessible online for participants 
before, during and after the conference. Creating a permanent archive of the proceedings 
presented at an event extends the life of the research, expands exposure for the event and 
researchers, and ensures the proceedings are openly accessible and discoverable.
For more information contact conference@ssrn.com.

mailto:conference@ssrn.com


Q

Long road to Open Science 



Open Access Week: The Open Access Starter Kit to get 
you going in OA publishing

For this year’s International Open Access Week, 

Researcher Academy is releasing an Open Access 

Starter Kit: a 3-part module series to give an overview 

of OA and provide guidance to help you embark on your 

OA journey.

With these 3 mini-episodes, we define and clarify the 

buzzwords around OA, explain the costs and fees 

associated to the OA model, and walk you through the 

steps leading to your first OA submission.Already

familiar with OA publishing? Share this with peers and 

colleagues who can benefit from this!

https://researcheracademy.elsevier.com/

Research Academy modules on Open Access

@ResearcherAcad

https://t.author.email.elsevier.com/r/?id=h49b8e27a,134f3a3e,e88dfff&e=dXRtX2NhbXBhaWduPTExODkyN19NQUlOX05PQUJfU1QxX0FMTCZ1dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9hY2lkPTI5ODkxMTc5JlNJU19JRD0mZGdjaWQ9MTE4OTI3X01BSU5fTk9BQl9TVDFfQUxMJkNNWF9JRD0mdXRtX2luPURNMzA4MjI4JnV0bV9zb3VyY2U9QUNf&s=U9jYVXHWy2oH_kxdaCKWDYhvp9zMRuJwBjfbgxrYTBM
https://t.author.email.elsevier.com/r/?id=h49b8e27a,134f3a3e,e88dffe&e=dXRtX2NhbXBhaWduPTExODkyN19NQUlOX05PQUJfU1QxX0FMTCZ1dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9hY2lkPTI5ODkxMTc5JlNJU19JRD0mZGdjaWQ9MTE4OTI3X01BSU5fTk9BQl9TVDFfQUxMJkNNWF9JRD0mdXRtX2luPURNMzA4MjI4JnV0bV9zb3VyY2U9QUNf&s=lRYL5bSSJEZ2qmpt0EbKi8ikYevXID0lQkdyuk2BI4c


Appendix
Open Access at Elsevier



As part of the RSC’s joint commitment for action in 

inclusion and diversity in publishing, Elsevier 

collaborates with 53 other publishers to:

1. Understand our research community

2. Reflect the diversity of our community

3. Share success to achieve impact

4. Set minimum standards on which to build

A statement was published on our journal homepages 

in mid-2020: In partnership with the communities we 

serve, we redouble our deep commitment 

to inclusion and diversity within our editorial, 

author and reviewer networks.

Publishers’ joint commitment to inclusion

https://www.rsc.org/new-perspectives/talent/joint-

commitment-for-action-inclusion-and-diversity-in-

publishing/

https://www.rsc.org/new-perspectives/talent/joint-commitment-for-action-inclusion-and-diversity-in-publishing/


Guiding principles for inviting users to self-report diversity data

• Users are in full control of their data and can update or delete it at any time. 

• Users have the option to prefer not to disclose, in compliance with GDPR and 
Privacy policies.

• Users self-report their data and we store and safeguard it using a bespoke 
architecture.

• Users’ data may be used to further diversity but will otherwise be analyzed and 
reported at aggregate level. 

• Users’ self-reported data cannot and will not be used during the manuscript 
review process. 

• We aim to only capture data we intend to convert to actionable output.

• The level of aggregation and number of options for each schema parallel the scale 
of diversity we can practically accommodate, e.g., diversity on editorial boards. 
This is particularly relevant for race & ethnicity.

• Schemas will be periodically reviewed and updated as necessary.


